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Even if the main function of the messenger, the Messenger app comes with a lot of other features that include video calls, the ability to send images and videos with high compression speed, a significant collection of emojis and stickers, the ability to send recorded messages and more. Messenger is regularly updated, so new features are added all the time. It is also worth noting
that some functions are limited to certain countries. For example, the ability to send money using an app is limited to the United States. Chat with Facebook FriendsImport contacts with address phone bookSend free messages to your friendsSrese your friends for free on Wi-FiStart chats with multiple usersSend all kinds of multimedia filesUse GPS phone, to tell people where you
are English (United Kingdom) English (United States) Spanish (Latinoamerica) Demand for video conferencing tools has skyrocketed in recent months, and Facebook has played a relatively minor role in this space, despite owning two leading messaging apps. Taking steps to work that out, the social media giant introduced Messenger Numbers last month for a more casual video
chat experience with smaller groups. After expanding the service to a global audience, Facebook is now rolling out its integration into WhatsApp, starting with the newest beta. One of our tipsters noticed a new 'Room' icon on the sharing menu inside the WhatsApp chat, replacing the Camera option. It's basically a shortcut to direct you to the Messenger app after showing you an
introduction on first use. While in Messenger, you can move as usual to create a new room or join an existing one. You can also access this new action label from WhatsApp's Challenge tab. As WABetaInfo notes, Messenger Rooms integration only appears for a handful of users working with the latest beta version of WhatsApp, and this is also in a limited number of countries. In
addition to our tipster in the US, twitter users have a feature in Ghana, Brazil, dominican Republic and Colombia. Although it is still unavailable to my colleague Rita and me in Lebanon and India, respectively. The feature is still gradually rolling out for more users in other regions. You can try your luck by downloading whatsApp beta 2.20.163 from APK Mirror and give it a chance.
During the initial announcement of Messenger Rooms, Facebook unveiled its plan for such integrations for WhatsApp and Instagram - the latter of which could also be on its way. Developer: WhatsApp Inc. Price: Free Free Communication Android App rated H'3Precise 4/5 Downloads: 100,000 Updated: November 17, 2013 You download Fast Facebook Messenger (beta) 0.3.5
apk For Android: A quick Facebook Messenger was created as an alternative for those who are not satisfied with the original original Messenger. Try this app now and enjoy its fea. Please note that the APK20 only share the original and free version of the APK for fast Facebook Messenger (beta) v0.3.5 without any changes. All apps and games here are downloaded directly from
the game store and only for home or personal use. If fast Facebook Messenger (Beta) apk download infringes your copyright, please contact us, we will remove it in a short time. Download Places for Fast Facebook Messenger (beta) APK 0.3.5 (File Size: 1.3M) Download Options and Mirrors: Download APK from APK20 DISCLAIMER: Fast Facebook Messenger (beta) is the
property and trademark of H'Precise, all rights reserved by H'Precise. Click on the above link to go to the apk file download page or app purchase page. What's new in Fast Facebook Messenger (beta) v0.3.5 Facebook releases a host of new features. Among the many new changes, another was seen on Facebook Messenger 245.0.0.12.113 beta. Facebook Messenger recently
introduced a new update through the beta version of the Google Play program, bringing the version to 245.0.0.12.113. With the new Facebook Messenger we regularly update the app so we can make it better for you. Get the latest version for all Available Messenger features. This version includes several bug fixes and performance improvements. Thanks for using Messenger!
The brand-new, redesigned Messenger app is now easier to use, easier to navigate, and more fun. Messenger has been simplified by three tabs - People, Chat and Discover. The chat tab allows you to quickly access all your messages. The People tab will help you find friends, both new and old. Discover the tab connects you with your favorite brands, find discounts, play games
and more in exploring. Also, new color gradients make your chat more colorful too! Download APK Facebook Messenger 245.0.0.7.113 Facebook Messenger 245.0.0.7.113 Facebook Messenger 245.0.0.1.113 Facebook Messenger 244.0.0.13.236 Also, Download WhatsApp beta, What's the new Download APK Facebook alpha, What's the new Download APK for the latest
events and news Follow our social media pens: Facebook: RMUpdate Telegram : RMUpdate Twitter: RMUpdate Twitter: RMUpdate Twitter: RMUpdate Twitter: RMUpdate Twitter: RMUpdate
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